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Migrating emails (from files) to contentACCESS Email archive with 

contentGATE 
 

Import connector 
The Import connector allows to migrate emails from files and zip files into any target supported 

by contentGATE. The files can be stored in various folder structures and the Import connector is able 

to leverage this information as mailbox folders. 

 

The Import connector can also be used to migrate journal mailbox exports. 

Email files 
Emails can be saved in various formats; the most common formats are: 

 MSG (Microsoft Outlook message format) 

 EML (RFC-822 or MIME) 

The files can be part of a zip file or can be located in a complicated folder structure. 

Note: The EML format usually contains less information than the MSG format. The conversion from 

MSG to EML will lose user specific properties (like category, follow up flag,…) in the mail. 

Where does the email belong? 

The biggest challenge when working with email files is to discover which mailbox it must be assigned 

to and under which folder in the mailbox. 

In the simplest scenario, the emails are organized in folders on the disk, where a folder is belonging 

to exactly one mailbox. In a more advanced scenario, the emails are dumped into a big pool of files 

where the folder does not define the mailbox where the mail belongs. 

Folder structures 
The import connector is able to migrate various folder structures: 

a) Top level folder containing the whole content of a mailbox 

 there is one dedicated folder for each mailbox 

 the name of the folder can be used to identify the mailbox 
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b) Folder containing subfolders 

 similar to a) 

 there are subfolders, which are corresponding to mailbox folders (i.e. Inbox, Sent 

Items, etc.) 
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c) Zip files containing the whole content of a mailbox 

 one Zip folder is belonging to exactly one mailbox 

 the Zip file can contain subfolders, which are corresponding to mailbox folders 

 multiple Zip files can belong to the same mailbox 

 

d) Zip files in subfolders 

 similar to b) 

 there can be a Zip file in any of the subfolders 

 

 

However, some rules/limitations still apply: 

 The zip file can’t contain further Zip files. If it does (like on screenshot below), it is ignored. 
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 The relative folder path (blue highlight on the screenshot) together with the file name can’t 

reach 240 characters. If so, the file path must be shortened. 

 

Import connector configuration 
If you want to configure an Import connector, Advanced needs to be selected in Version and Import 

files needs to be selected in Source archive. 
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After clicking on Configure button on the left side, you have to choose from two options: Migrate 

folders to mailboxes or Detect ownership and build database. 

 This selection can’t be changed later 

 See 5.1 or 5.2 for more info about the options 

 Know your input data structure – select based on that 

 

If you chose Detect ownership and build database, you need to name your database first. 
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The configuration requires a base folder, where the email files are located. This can be any local or 

UNC path. If explicit credentials are required to access the base folder, configure an account, which 

has at least read permissions on the folder. This can be configured in the Connect with explicit 

user part. The validity of the parameters can be tested by the Test access button. 
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On the Options tab the type of the processing is already selected based on your previous selection – 

it cannot be changed in this step 

 Read folders directly – if you chose Migrate folders to mailboxes 

 Build and use a database – if you chose Detect ownership and build database 

 

Additional options are available here to configure zip file usage: 

 Treat zip files in the root folder as entities – if you have zip files in the base folder, they 

can appear as individual mailboxes 

 Allow zip files anywhere in the folder hierarchy – use this option if zip files are located in 

subfolders 

 Ignore zip file name in the “mailbox path” – use this option to remove the zip file name 

from the path 

 

Screenshot – Options when picked Migrate folders to mailboxes 
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Screenshot – Options when picked Detect ownership and build database 

 

The Source archive part is now configured. 

 

Read folders directly 

Configure an Import source connector, pointing to the folder or Zip file, where the mailboxes to be 

migrated are exported. 

In How to treat files? pick Migrate folders to mailboxes. contentGATE will recognize the top-level 

folders as entities (i.e. mailboxes) and treat them like source mailboxes (with or without deeper folder 

structure). The email files are usually the result of an export from a system, for example a legacy 

archive one. 

The export might be already finished, meaning that all emails are already in the base folder. In this 

case the migration can be performed immediately without any limitations. 

There might be situations when the export is not finished yet, meaning that new email files are 

exported continuously. In this case the migration must be planned carefully. contentGATE allows a 

continuous migration also in this situation, but some actions need to be taken multiple times based 

on the availability of the exported data. 

 

The general rule is that the content of the base folder should not be changed: no files should be 

deleted or moved, however, new files and folders can be added. The migration is picking up only the 
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files which were not migrated yet – this is called delta migration. If continuous export is used, the 

migration can be performed parallel to the export. It is necessary to run the delta migration after the 

export is definitely finished. 

 

Build and use a database 

In situations where the email ownership is not known, this information must be extracted from the 

emails itself. In this case a database must be built in order to categorize and assign mails to mailboxes 

and all emails must be present before the database is built. 

To build the database, pick Detect ownership and build database in How to treat files?, name your 

database – this will create it and it will be used to hold the email metadata. The created database is 

empty and must be filled. The database is filled by “Discover emails…” . 

 

The discovery process displays the top-folders of the base folder and if it already contains emails, 

displays the number of emails as well. 
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Start the analysis process with the Analyze button. 

 

Once the processing is finished, the database has all the necessary metadata about the emails. 
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The next step is to select which mailboxes or which email addresses to use. This can be done by the 

“Discover mailboxes…” button. 

This dialog loads the distinct email addresses from the whole database and groups them by domain 

name. The administrator can select which email addresses are important: 

 

Once the addresses are selected and applied, the database is ready to be used. It is possible to add 

more addresses at any time – they will appear as new source entities, which can be migrated. 

contentGATE organizes the emails into 2 fixed folders in each discovered mailbox: Incoming and 

Outgoing. If the user was present on the From address of the email, the email will be put into 

the Outgoing folder. If the user was present on To, Cc or Bcc list, the email will be put into 

the Incoming folder. 

 

Mappings 
Open the “Mappings” tab and click “Create” in the toolbar to create the desired object mapping(s). 
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The “Mappings” dialog features the 

 source object(s) TO BE MIGRATED on the source side, and 

 target object(s) WHERE the source objects can be migrated on the target side. 

 

Note: One source object can be mapped to one target only, but one target object may be associated to 

multiple source objects. This action is called merging. Wish you associate multiple source objects to the 

same target, uncheck the “Hide mapped target object” option above the grid. 

 

Mappings may be specified either manually or automatically. 

 

By manual selection select each source and target one-by-one, and map them together with clicking 

on the “Map selected” option. 
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Wish you use automatic mapping, 1) click on the “Map automatically” button and 2) select the 

mapping criteria. 
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There are 3 auto-mapping methods available: 

Match name – maps the objects based on name 

Match email address – maps the source to target based on the email address included in the object 

properties 

Match identifiers – maps the source to target based on the IDs included in the object properties 

(e.g. object ID, entity ID etc.) 

Once the criteria are selected, click on the “Start mapping” button, and the objects will be paired 

automatically. 

Note: If no matches have been found by the automap, the application will warn about it. In this case the 

user needs to map the objects manually. 

 

Added mappings are shifted to the lower part of the Mappings dialog. 
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Click “OK” to add them to the grid. 

 

Note: Mapped objects are marked with green color in the source and target grids, while unmapped objects 

remain blue. 
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The contents of the mapped source objects can be checked using the “Show contents” button in 

the toolbar, too. 

Folder containing unsorted content of one mailbox 
Use this scenario if you have folder structure as following: 

Each top-level folder is one mailbox. 

To make the mapping easier, the top-level folder names should contain the email address or name 

of the mailbox. In which case the folders can be auto-mapped to mailboxes. 
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Screenshot 1. The contents of one folder: Scenario 1\fred.wilson@ta.internal 

On the screenshot above the messages are not organized into subfolders. 

In situation like this, it is highly recommended to specify a fixed folder path (see migration mapping 

parameters) for the migration. 
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Screenshot 2. Migration Mapping parameters 

If no fixed folder is assigned, the emails will be migrated under the root folder of the mailbox, which 

is not supported by all target connectors. 

Folder containing sorted content (subfolders) of one mailbox 
This scenario is a slightly modified version of 6.1: 

The emails are not located under the top-level folder, but are organized into subfolders. 

 

 

In this scenario, the subfolder path will decide the folder path during the migration. 

If no mapping parameter is defined, the folders will be used without modification: Inbox will be Inbox, 

Inbox\Archive will be Inbox\Archive, etc. 

By defining the migration mapping parameters, it is possible to transform the folder path for example 

by prefixing the folder: Inbox will be transformed to Migration\Inbox, Inbox\Archive will be 

transformed to Migration\Inbox\Archive, etc. 

Zip file containing the content of one mailbox 
The top-level folders can be replaced by zip files. In such situations, the zip file is containing a whole 

mailbox or part of the mailbox. The zip file might contain the subfolders (similar to 6.2) or it does not 

need to contain any subfolders (similar to 6.1). 
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The processing is similar to both 6.1 and 6.2. 

Note: Very large zip files will have a large impact on the migration performance. 

 

Zip files as subfolders 
A modified 6.2 where the subfolders are containing zip files: 

 

It does not matter whether the emails are stored as single files or are compressed – they are treated 
as equal. 

In this scenario, it is recommended to use the following settings: 
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 Allow zip files anywhere in the folder hierarchy – use this option if zip files are located in 

subfolders 

 Ignore zip file name in the “mailbox path” – use this option to remove the zip file name from 

the path 

 

 

Migrating emails from journal mailbox to user mailboxes 
The first step is to configure the Import connector (source archive), please refer to section Import 

connector configuration. 

The source folders can have one of the following structures: 

 Top level folder/zip file containing the whole content of all journal mailboxes (similar to 6.1) 
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 Top level folder/zip file containing sorted content of all journal mailboxes (similar 

to 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4) 
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In How to treat files? pick Detect ownership and build database. 

 

Next, you need to configure the contentACCESS (target archive). Please refer to this section, where 

the configuration is explained. 

 

In the Migration management window select Source objects tab and click on Discover emails. A pop-

up will show up, where you will be able to see the base folder that you selected when configuring the 

Import connector. Click on Analyze – this will discover all the email addresses that were used from 

the files in the base folder. 

 

Then click on Discover mailboxes, again on the Source objects tab. Select the addresses that will be 

used as source objects and click on Add. This will add the addresses to the grid. Then click on Apply. 
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Create a mapping and map the source objects with target objects, either way manually or 

automatically. 
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Click on the Migration tab, then choose the Members of group tab and then click on Add members (if 

you wish to add members to a different group than Default, first you need to create one – click on 

Create group in the left corner). 

 

Click on Jobs of group and start the migration. 
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After the migration is finished and successful, log in to contentWEB with the user that has the rights 

to view the mailboxes you migrated. In the upper left part of the header click on Connect to menu to 

unfold the associated entities that you can connect to (to which an access permission is granted). 

 

Under EMAIL ARCHIVE the journal mailboxes that you migrated can be seen. 

 

After clicking on an entity (mailbox), you will be able to see its content. 

 

Screenshot – content of a migrated journal mailbox 
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